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PREFACE 
The purpose of this work was to determine whether impedance 
matching concepts could yield significant improvements in aural pros-
thesis. This did not imply the design of an appropriate device to 
achieve such a match. 
One problem witl). considerations of impedance of human ears is 
the absence of reliable methods to measure impedance offered to 
hearing aids at high frequencies. For this reasop., a device had to be 
developed that could be used to meas1,1re iµ1pedanc:e at higher frequen"'. 
cies. 
This work was supported by a Biomedical Sciences grant from 
the OSU Research Fouri.dation and by the OSU Center for the Systems 
Science. This support made possible the purchase of equipment used 
in the experimental pha~e of the work, My special thanks go to my 
thesis adviser, Dr. Larry Zirkle, who provided many helpful sugges-
tions and comments. Also, thanks are in order to the OSU Library 
and Computer Center for th.eir assistance. My thanks go to D:r. 
Richard Lowery for his valuable assista,p.ce with the instrumentation. 
Special gratitude is extended to my wife, Karen Whaley, for her assis-
tance with the rough draft copies and for her patience and sacrifice 
during the long hours spent in the laboratory, A note of thanks is given 
to Mrs, Lynn Danvers for her commenti; o,n th~ manuscript and prepa-
ration of the final copy. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
spring Gonstant in mathematical model 
piston ma!';l~ in math,ematiaal model 
damping coefficient in mathematical model 
incident pre ssu:re wfl-ve 
I'eflected p!!essure wfive 
radiam, freqµency of ~;ressure wave 
speed of so1,1.p.~ in "'if 
wave number, w le 
dist~nce from eardrum 
area c;>f piston i.l'I). math~J.Tnatical model 
lengtq. of tube in mathematicc;tl modei 
input acoustical impedance of :rnatq.ematical model 
amplitude of incident pressure wave 
amplttude of reflected pressure wave 
acoustical imped.ance at the pistcm of the mathematical 
length of 9-coustical impedance matching device 
radius of acoustical impedance matching device 
Rad 
L 
c 
v 
p 
R 
e 
x 
e 
l?r 
pk 
G (jw) 
s 
0 
s 
G (. ) 
·mm Jui 
0mm 
~adiu1;1 of hole drU1~4 in waH of impedance matching 
device 
wave le"'1gtq. of pr~ssui,l=l wav~ 
generalil?ied induc;:tan,ce 
volume 
power 
resistaDrc, of mc1,the:rnatical rnodd 
reactan,~e of mathema,tic~i model 
source calibration pre lilB~re 
transfer fµ~ction Qf soµrce prob~ 
~hal;le ~ngte be~we~~ pr a111.cjl. pk 
volume velocity ~q.rough cgqpler cavity 
probe mi,crop~on~ t11q.~sfer function 
phase angle between p and p 
r m 
overaH measured tran,sfer f4n~tion fol,' impedance 
overall measur!=}q. phase eihift for i:ml)edap.ce 
pfessur~ ini;ide ec;1.r can.al 
INTJ;lOPUC'rION 
Hearim.~ Aic;l Fitting 
Co.nventional. hearins ai~ fitti~g foUow1::1 a, prqc;~dure cleveloped byi 
Davis 1 in l 94 7. At thE!l ~nq of WQJ.'ld War JI many se+Vl~cerp~n were 
returnin~ home w\th heating impai~:p:u~nte, i,nd to.,re waij no gen,er-.1 
tec;hnique of hea,ri~g aid fttti~g. The pro~edure that. was developed was 
one which relieq. heavi,ly on tric!,l and error using c1,ucjiogra:i;n data as a 
guide. All patie.nts were fitte,;i wi.th he~ri.ng aid~ possessing the same 
basic types of freque,ncy r~sponse ~ul."v~~, 1;1pe~ifie~ by slightly dif .. 
fe:r;ing slop~s. 
· Present-day hearing a1.id fittin.i is hampered, l:>y te~hnical dtffi-
culUes. It has "!;,~en suggested tha,t aural prosthesis should be 
accomplished wit\1. heartng aids q.aving w,id~r freqq.ency range~ and less 
harmonic <Hstortion. 2 Tht1::1 wpµlq, p;i;ovide qett~r heari:q.g a.id perfor-
mance for the patient whose hearin& lo~s ts in. higher frequencies a.tlrd 
would provide IntJ.!iliC e.q.~9ymen.t fcu; the ha;rd of hearing. 3 Tec;hp.ical 
improvements are neFded so ~qat t~es~ i:mprovemepts can be made 
possible, 
z 
The pel"forrnance cha,J,"~cte,risttcs 9f hearing aids are measureq. 
by connecting the:µi tq acoustical cavitie 1:1 wb.if;:h. appre>ximate the imagi ... 
nary part o( human ear imp~d~.µce. Th.ese <;+avitie13, known as a.rtificial 
ears, repre1;1e,n.t the ~:vetage of mar,.y human ears, and c;tny single per .. 
son's hearing might nQt co.q.fo:nm t<!> that average, Consequently, tp.e 
hearing aid may not pedqrm the same in tl;te real ear as it did in the 
artifici.;1.l ear, al'ld the audiologist may nQt really k;now whether the 
hearing aid. is effective or not, S\.p.ce c;1,:rtificial earljl used in testing 
hearing aids attempt to r13pr~sE:rn,t hum.~~ ear impedance, co.p.ventional 
hearing aid design in.di~ates spme CP.l'lsideratiou of the loadi~g effect of 
the ear~ This atte:rnpt is not succ~s1;1ful, however, as artificial ears 
include only·-,. reactive compcment of impedanc:re, Basic co.n,siderations 
of impedance matcq.it>.g shQµld be inFlµded in auiial prosthesis~ 
Any so:rt of improvement in aural pro~~he 13is xn:4.st l;>e undertake;q. 
from a scientific point of view a!\l th.e human ear is an ext,remety com-
plicated mechanism. ;f.{eal."in, is dynamic; in :natl,1.re and has been 
char~cterized as nonlinear and unsymmetric, q~alities tha.t can best be 
analyzed l;>y engineering method,s, 4 Many pe~µlia:ritie E:1 h.ave been noted. 
a.bout the hea.J;'ing meczha,p.isq, npt thE;l lea.st of whiqh is the wide rc:i.nge 
of ~outld intensities that ca,n be l;iear4 by the: heal~hy ear. The acqustic 
reflex protects the eaJI.' bo:rp. e~trem~~y lgl,ld sou,.Q.ds by c<!>ntractio.i;i of 
the middle iear mu.~cles, and the :i;niddie e~r os$icle~ al'~ known to 
vibrate in two distin(it stable mod.~s, 6 l'P.e human eal!T ha~ three 
degrees Qf freedom fc;,r pQsiUve p;r~s,rn:res ~~c;l. only one ~egree of free-
dom for negative pres1;5µ.l;'es 1 19 Suc;:}I a cqmplicated mechanie:m. can have 
a large variety of things go wrong~ ~c;1. yet audiqlogists rnust attempt 
to correct this wide vari,ty qf d~f~<;!ts with hearin$ aids of the same 
basic type, 
When the outpµt impedance of the hearing aid iei mca,tched to the 
input impedance of the eq.r, maximum power will be tra~sferred. 
Experience ha1:1 shewn that t};l.is imped~nee r;natch improves t\le perfor.,.. 
mallce of the entire system, ';);'he:refor~, in a.dditi,on to improvemei:its 
in power requirementi;;, there woµld be improvements in dy,namic quali-
ties. The power requb•em~nt~ qf tb.e h,ari.ng aiq, might be made 
smaller, its dynami~ cb,ara~t~ristic~ could b~ hnprqved, a.p.d the 
audiologist woukl have more c;orq.pl~t13 ip.fp~matic;m regaiding the per-. 
formance of the h.~Eu:ing a.id in th~ AC~ual ear. 
Objectives c1LP.d Prpcep.u;res 
It is the intention of this the sh to d~termine if imp.rovemente in 
hearing aid perforrn;!l.nce a.re pos1;1ible by mea.n,s of impedance mat~hing. 
This will be done by ei;;tabHshitig a :rn,athematical model of the human 
ear to determine those pc\l,rameter1:1 that are important in input imped-
ance to the human ea;r. The paraQ:let~rs of thif! model are determined 
from existip.g dfl,ta 011 tlie t>.r<;>pertie~ pf the middle ear, and. then 
adjusted after computati~ns ~o ma~e tl;ie rn.0del :more like a r~al ear. 
The input aco1.;1.sticaJ impedanc~ of a hu:µia~ ear is measu,ed and com-
pared to the input c1,eo1.;1.stical im,pedanc~ of tile rp.athematical model. 
Results show that the model impedance is similar to a real ear. 
4 
An acoustical device is p.1;opqsed which might be used to match 
the output impeq.an.ce of the transdui::;er to the input impedance of the 
ear. This d.evice is simHar to the tubes that connect conventional 
heq.ring aid receivers to the ear with a few additions, so the resulting 
impeda:p.ce match is rep,l;'esentative of what probably exists in hearing 
c\.ids. The impeq.ani;:e match is attemp~ed by a curve fit on the computer 
to determine the prope:tTtie s of the Pf pposed device that :J:"epre sj:lnt opti-
mum 'behavior. The qq~lity of the impedance matc;;h by thi$ device is 
rather poor. 
Chapter llI describes the rneasureJ:tle.nt qf ear impedance on a 
human sµ'qject, a.n,d results are given which are similar to tp.at found in 
the literature, Ce.t;"tain variables al;'~ suggeste,:l c!.S an ex1;>lanation for 
the wide clisc.t;"epandes observed in ear impedance, and it bec;qmes 
obvious that impedance matching must reHect these periodic fluctua-
tions. Therefore, impydance mq.tchi.ng becomes the fitting of the 
device into some acceptable ban<;l qf tl!'l-Pedances tp.at are found by a 
stc!.tistical analysis of human ear impedance. 
A nonlinear phenomep.on was discovered during testing which has 
not been reported before. The subject heard beats when the stimulus 
signal was a pure tone, and it is believed that these beats result from 
either almost periodidty or the superpo~ition of a subharmonic signal 
Oll the primary signal to (ia.µs~ pepiod\q £lu.ct~a.tions whi~h 1:1c;>und like 
beats. 
Chapter IV i~ a summary of th~ work done and conclusions that 
were reached. Recomme.ac:h1,tio~s are given for future :re search on 
impedance matching in a,ural pl;'ost\'lesis. 
FOOTNOTES 
1 H. Davis, He,a;i;i~g"'.\icl,s: ~P;, E~~~,ri~ent.al s~.ud2:.<;>f Desi~n 
Object\ves, (Cambridge, Massa~husetts, 1947), · 
; Anne Harrison, ";Better Amplifyip.g Prosthesis," Journal of the 
Audio Enaineeri~g Soc~ety, Vot 1 19, April, 1971, pp. ~16-318 •..... 
~ Ibid. 
4 Georg Von Bekesy, "The M~H:hani~al ;F';i;-operttes of the Ear," 
in S. S. Stevens (ed.), Ha.i;ldbQok of Ex12erimental Psychology (New 
York, 1960), pp. 1086 .. 1Q87, ' · · · ··'' ' ' · 
5 Ibid. 
CHAP'rER lI 
MATH~Mf\+ICAL MODEL 
Physical Moc;l«el 
The mod,el that will QE;l µsed, h.ere c;:onsists of a cylinder termi.,. 
nated at its right enc;]. with, ~ pis~qn that is cormected to a spring and 
damper (Figure 1 ), Cert,:1.inly th~ behavior of a membrane should be 
more like the rea,l ear than that 0f a piston~ but a damped inner bound.., 
a r y condition on a memln:·ane model m~kes it difficult to splve the 
.resulting eigenva\ue ptiol::>le;m1 This simplifiqation was necessa11y in 
order to obtain a solution to the resulting eq,'11-ations, and since the ear,. 
drum behaves like a ptston at frequencie!;! below 1000 hz., the 
simplificatiop is justifi1;id, 1 It is fE;llt that this model can he made to 
behave sufficiently Like t\le re9-l ear (Figure 2) by ~ppropdate adjust ... 
ment of the physical pararneters 1 ,Although the ear ii;; known tq behave 
nonlinearly, this .q.onHnear effec;t is small for low intensities and may 
be neglected. 
Derivati<;m of Equations 
The input acou!:!tic::c!.l impe~ance of tµe mathematical moil.el may 
be determined in te,rms of known quantities in ;Figure 1, The 
k 
k = spri:ng constant b = damping coefficient 
m = piston mass :x:x = distance to eardrum 
Figure 1. Mathematical Model 
Malleus 
~ardrum 
Figure Z. 
Middle 
~ar 
Cavity 
Oval 
Window 
Parts of the Ear 2 
8 
9 
mechanical irnp~dance at the right en4 \s rlen9ted by Ze. When i:i;ici-
' 
dent sounc;l waves enteJ;' the cyii,:p.der, s~:rpe are refleeteq from the right 
end and some are tra~smittec;l. De.n.oting those quantitie i; ~ncidep.t by 
subscript i and t,holie r~£lec;ted by sul;>script r, the acousticai imped-
ance at a distance x becomes 
where 
P. 
l 
p 
r 
p 
w 
K 
xx 
P. + p 
Z = 1 r 
u. + u 
1 r 
= 
A j(wt - Kx) 
.e 
= 
B j(wt +Kx) 
~ . 
= pres111ttre 
:::: ar,i.gular v~loc ity 
.,. wave .n.ttrnber, w/c 
= dista.~ce 
( 1) 
The volume velpci~iE:ls may be r(;llated to the pressures for plane waves 
as 
where 
u. = 
l 
.A1 = area 
pc 
p = den13ity of air 
u 
f 
:,: 
c = ~peed (!)f s(')und i.J'.I. air 
-PA r l 
pc 
The insertion of these reiatio,nships imto Equation ( 1) yield111 
1(,) 
z 
0 
(2) 
In terms of the coordinate system indicated~ there iare two equations 
that :res1,1lt from. .applying bou;ndary conditions: 
(3) 
I A e - JK.t t B ejK.t 
z x=.t = z e ~ A . ., j~lt . a jK.t . T1° 
. e , .,. . e 
(4) 
:ay combining Equatio1'1s (3) and (4), the input tmp~danc~ is determined 
in terms of known qu~ntities cl,.n,d Z 
~ 
z + Jr t~n !<t ~ .. ··'11- ,.~' .,., ' 
~ + jZ tij.nKt 
+'\ e 
(5) 
F<;>r further information ~ee Ki~sler a.J;ld Frey (1962). Taking a· 
free body diagram of tp.e mas~ in. Figure l, the eqiJation of motion ma.y 
be obtained by u1:1ing Newton's s~~ond. law, This fre~ body di~gra:r;n is 
shown in Figure 3, and the result~ng differential eq,uation is: 
jwt ~ + b:,c + kx = P A 1 e (6) 
To d,etermhie the steady state re1:1pqnse ~ssu:qie x = X ~jwt and substi-
tute into Equation (5 ). 
Solying for x, x :i:nay be determined in terms of the input pressure. 
(7) 
Differentiatiag Equation (7) and formimg the ratio of P Ai to *~ the 
mechanical impedance results, 
Z = b+j(wm-.E) 
m w 
bx 
m 
Figure 3, Free Body :Otagram of Eardrum Model 
The acoustical impeda11ce may be obtained by ~ividing Zm by 
z 
e 
b 
= Aa 
l 
Equation (5) represents th~ input <;!.coustical impedance of the 
11 
(8) 
mathematical model in terms of known quap,tities q.nd may be used to 
compute impedance for various distances from the eardrum, 
12 
Model l:?aramet~rs 
The model parame~era may be ~pproximated using e:dE1ting i;nfor-
mation. Because of physicc!,l appearance it is felt that the princ;ipal 
mass effoct is due to the malleus. This effect may be any combination 
of translational mass or rotational moment of inertia as is common 
knowledge in elementary dync;l.miq1. The mass to be used in the mathe-
matical model may be approxima.t~d by an effective mass that includeEI 
the translational and rotati,opal mass effects of the osstcles. Since the 
malleus is directly CQJ;'ll'.!,ected to the eardrum, its ~ass will be taken as 
a first guess for m, The :i;nass of the mc;l.lleus as determined l;>y 
Bekesy~ is 2 3 mg. 
The cross ... sectional area and length of the ear canal are given as 
• 5 cm,2 and 2. 7 cm., resRectively 1 4 The spring constant of the ear-
drum was appl;'oximated by Onchi5 as 5. 49 x 10!3 dynes/cm,2 so this 
value is taken fpr k. 6 Bekesy rri.easured the frictional forces in the 
middle ear over moderate frequencies as 100 gm. I sec., so this value 
is taken for b, These parameters were used as an initial guess, and 
the input impedanc(,:) was calculated fpr c!.ifferent dist;lnces from the 
eardrum. Comparisons with impE;ldance data from other researchers 
in.dicated that the parameters were in er,ror, so they y.,ere adjusted to 
make the mathemattcal mod~l f\t the real eai, impedance more closely. 7 
The adjusted parameters were 
m ::; 25, mg. .R, = 2. 0 cm. 
k = 106 dyne I cm. 
b = 100 gm, /sec. 
13 
The resulting curves of input acoustical impedance as a function 
of x are shown i;n App~Pdtx B. The variation in impedance with dis.,. 
tance from the eard,rum imlicate l;l that thi$ distance is important in 
impedance matching. For purposes of modeling, a representative cl.is .. 
ta.nee will be chosen for use in deriving the criteria for impedance 
matching. 
It is felt that since the hearing aid insert is closer to the ear~ 
drum than is the eaf ca;n~l open~ng, then th~ distance for impedance 
matching shoulq. be le s1:1 than J,. ';['he values of xx = 1. 5 is arbitrarily 
chosen ,;1.s a representative cl.istance fo:r ~mpedance matching pµrposes, 
and the impedance curves fqll' th.is ~ondiUon are sh,pwn in Figure 4. 
Mq.t~hing ~mpedances 
The criterion for impedance matching is th.at a maximum power 
be transfer red from the source tp the load. The ac::oustical device 
shown in Figure Sa ii; ~imilar to the receiver of conventional hearing 
aids. The equivalent electrical circuit is easier to work with and is 
shown in Figures Sb a.Q.d Sc. 
The equivalent electrical circuit is determined by a system of 
analogies. The acqu$tical vplume is analqgous to c;apacitance, acousti-
cal resistance is a.µalogous to resistance, and changes of area are 
analogous to inductance, Volume velocity is analogoµs to current, and 
0 
c:, 
.. 
c:, 
0 
d 
UJ 
Uc, 
zc 
ct:c:i t-c., 
(t)N 
...... 
'41) 
LIJ 
a:o L---------
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Figure 4. Acoustical Impe~ance for Mathematical 
Model in CGS Ohms 
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e 
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z 
e 
jw L 
1 .,, w ra LC 
c. ) Simplified Equival~nt Electrkal 
Circuit 
Figure 5. Impedance Matching Device 
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pressure is analogous to voltage. The conditions µnder which this 
equivalent electrical circuit is valid are that the physical dimensions of 
the acoustical transducer be small corn.pared t:o a wavelength which 
means that the acoustical model may be considered as a lumped param.., 
eter model. e The length of a tube must be less than a quarter 
wavelength, or resonance will occur. The limitations on dimensions 
that were used here are: 
al, < A 4 ' 
where A = wavelength of the incoming press4re wave. If the q.evice is 
to be used up to a frequency qf 8500 hz., these dimensions bec~:>rnec 
al, < 1. 00 cm, , Rad < . 2 cm, , RT < . 2 cm, 
This device may be though,t of aEi qne generiitin.g a ~onstant vpl,. 
ume velocity, c1rnd the lumpe4 eleme;n.ts can be determined from the 
physical dimensions above. s 
where 
p = 
c = 
v = 
c = 
L ::; 
v c = ,......,..-pc2 
density of air 
speed of sound in air 
acoustical volume 
equivalent capacitance 
eq µj_ valent inductance 
Substitution of L' = 16 Rad I 3rr and V = TT R'f at yields 
and 
L = 16p Rctrd 
3na R · 
T 
17 
For a more complete diEJcu1:1sion of this, see Ki:p.sler and Frey (1962). 
The equivalent electrical cirquit of Figure Sb is simplified to 
that shown in Figure Sc by summing admittp.nc~s c;>f parallel combina-
tions. This makes it easier to solve £qr the cont;liti9ns of maximum 
power transfer. 
For the drcuit shown in Figure Sc, the power delivered to the 
ear is 
p = l.fR 
e 
.J(R + R )2 + CXh t X )2 
e e 
and 
Combint1:1g these two expressions the power b€)comes 
p = (R + R )2 +CX. (w) + 4 )2 
e · b, e 
(9) 
Then using th,e concept of a circuit 11Q 11 , Q = X /R , the expression for 
e e 
power becomes 
p = (R + R )2 + (X +QR )2 
e e 
( 10) 
The conditions for maximum power transfer mji\y be d.~te;:rmined by 
taking the derivative of pc;,wer with respe~t to ij, • 
. e 
~ 
dP 
dR 
e 
= 
riax~(w) [(Jl+Re)a + CXh(w) + QRe) 2 ] 
[ ( R +R ) 2 + (Xh + QR ) a] a 
e e 
I 2 Xh2. (w )R [2(R+R ) + 2Q(Xh(w) + QR )] 
. e e . e 
is 
By solving this for the values of R which make this expres1,don zero, 
e 
the value of R is determinecl as 
e 
where 
R 
e = 
Substituting this expr~ssion into Equation (10) an¢!. simplifying, the 
result is 
p 
max 
= 
The m~imum value of P may be determined by cornpµting the 
max 
derivative with respect to Q. 
dP 
max 
Q 
- I 2 xh ( w ) 2 [ 2 I Z I • · + 2 xh ( w ) ] 
~l + 0 2 
= dQ ( 2 I Z I ~ 1 + Q 2 + 2 ( R t QXh ( w ) ) ] a 
( 11) 
Solving for Q to m~ke this ~xpression zeq), Q = ± X/R. To q.etermine 
which value to take, i;mbstitute back into Equc1.tion ( 11), 
p = 
max max 
I~X :a (w) R h 
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and it is obvious that Q = -X/R will re suit in more power being trans-
fer red. Then the fo\lowing equations may be used to determine those 
conditions that are nec:esl:!ary (or a maxi:rnµm power transfer. 
Q = 
R 
e 
VR~· + x~ (w) 
= R J. xa(w) m. . 
1 + . Ra 
X = QR = - X ~ ,. X 
e e R e 
So these conditions are 
R = R 
e 
Ip. order to achiev~ a perf~ct impedance match at a.rw (l'equency, 
this condition must be n?-~t at that frequenc:y. Since the resistance of 
the acoustical device is a constant ovev the entire frequency range and 
the resistance of the ear is not, it i1;1 obvious that this c:riterion cannot 
be met exactly at every frequency~ In addihon1 for resonant circuits a 
perfect impedance match is possible only at. a specific frequency. 
The:refore 1 the perfect impedance match ~s not possible, anq_ the curve 
fitting proce$S is the next best method to try to make the impedance 
match optimum. 
zo 
The indicated c1.,1rve fit Wi:!,s pe:rfo:rrn~cl. pn the computer usi.q.g 
subroutine GRID4 with the perfq.rmance inde~ being the integral of the 
dHference between the impedance curves of the mathematicc1-l model 
and the impedance curve calc;µlated for the circuit show11, in Figure Sc~ 
An alternate performance index of ma~dmizing power transfer was 
tried, but results indic;a.ted that this performance index was the best 
one~ The phyaic1;1.i parameters that resulted from the curve fit are 
shown in Figure ~a and the resulting reactanc:e, power in, power, and 
sound pressure level produc::ed in the ear are shown in Figures 6 and 7. 
The success of the impedanc~ rpat~h may be determined in 
Figures 6 and 7. First, c::onside:ring the two power curves, the output 
powe:r delivered to the eal' is much 1~ ss than that produced by the 
device. The optb:num power delivered i~ halt that p:rodµced by the 
source, On. this basis, the impec;la;p.Ge match is ,n()t very gooq. (Schure, 
1958), In addition, a co:i:npartson o{ th1:: re.ac;:tance curve of Figure 4 
with the reactance curve of Figure 6 in,dica,te s a very poor reactance 
match, Improvements in tp.e reactance match may be achieved by 
using a device whose reactance starts large c1.nd positive for low fre-
quencies and decreases with increased hequency. Such a requirement 
cannot be met with passive elements whose reactances occur in the 
form k/ w and w m. Active elements might be 4sed to fit the reactance 
requirements. 
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GHAPTER III 
EXPE::RIMENT AL PROCEDURE 
Introdµction 
The input acousti~al impedance of the mathematical model 
described in Chapter II was \:Qm:pared tq exi$ting ear impedance 
mec1,surements, However, these existing measurements do not include 
a.11 frequencies encounterec;l in speeqh so impedance data should be 
taken at higher freq_uencie~. Individual testi:q.g should a.ls<;> indicate 
individual variations in ear impedance. For these reasons it is felt 
that input acoustical imped,ance to human ears should be measured in 
an attempt to further validate the mathematical model of Chapter II 
and determine other variables that may be present in ear impedance, 
There are two basic methods th.at have been used to measure 
acoustical impedance: corn.parison and direct. A comparison method 
is sirnilar to an eleotri\:al wheatE:1tone bridge that compares an unknown 
in~pedance to a variable known i:rnpedance, By nu!Ling the pressure 
difference between the two impedances the unknown impedance may be 
determined. A direct method depends on a source with a large enough 
internal impedance i;;o that an appPoximately constant volume velocity 
can be gep.erated. F<;>r further in£orrnatiop. concerning impedance 
measuring, see Ayers, Aspenall and Morton ( 1956). 
Impedance Measuring Device 
The direct ml;'lthod wae chosen as the most apprqpriate for this 
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application, because impedance measurements were required over a 
large frequency range and because of the lack of a dependable null 
reference. The problem of size is one that is always pre$ent in acoµs-
tical imped,ance mecl,surement. The source mµst be small enough to ftt 
in the human e;;i.r canal al«;>!'l.gaid,e a microphone, and still have large 
internal impedance. The only way this cari. be accomplished is by use 
of probe tubes. Since the ;mathematical model indicates that the imped-
ance is a function of ~istance frc;,m the eardrum, it is desira,bie to 
measure ear impedance q.t different distances from the ear canal. 
This was not done becaµse mecUcal person.qel were not avaiiable to 
assure the safety of measuring this distance on a subject and because 
of physical limitations on the device used. 
A horn driver used on convent~onal loudspeakers was chosen as a 
sound source. An acousUc coupler shaped like a reversed exponential 
horn was used to connect the horn driver- to a probe tube. This devic,:e 
had unreliable phase characteristics (see Appendix B), so a B&K one-
quarter inch condenser microphone was placed near the inlet to the 
probe tube, and the phase s4ift was measured between this microphone 
and the probe tube output. The measuring microphone used a B&K 
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one-half inch condenser microphone, and a probe tube. A photograph. 
of this device is shown in Figure 8. Hencef0rth in this study, the sub-
script s will signify the source reference microphone, and subscript 
m will signify the measuring microphone. 
Figure 8. Acoustical Impedance Measuring Device 
An adequate seal around the outside of the probe tubes was 
achieved using a receiver seal furnished by Beltcme Hearing Aid Ser-
vice. The receiver seal was then filled in with silicon rubber sealer, 
as it had to be sheared in order to insert the microphone probe tube. 
Both probe tubes were filled partially with steel wool damping material 
to smooth out the resonant peaks that occur in acoustical transmission 
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tubes. Since the horn driver is 1;10 massive and tp.e probe tube so 
small and highly dam:pe4, it is Celt tq.at the assumption of high internal 
sourc;e impedanc;:e is a good one, 
Calibration Procedure 
The calibration of the measuring probe tube consisted of finding 
a transfer function th.at could be used to relate actual pressures at the 
probe input to measured pressure at the proge tip. For the high 
impedance source the calibration consisted of relating measured pres-
sures to voh;i.me velocity. The experimental setup and equivalent 
electrical circuit shown in l!'igu.,re 9 were used to determine a source 
transfer function. Again, the equivalent electrical circ;uit is included 
to help understand the physic9sl process. 
The volume velocity going thr<?ugh the c;:alibratio,n volume will be 
approximately the same as that delivered to the ear because of the 
large internal impedance of the source, This volume is the standard 
artificial ear volume used with hearing ai.d earphones, so even if the 
source internal impedance were not large compared to the ear, the 
calibration impeda,nce is sim,ilar to a :real ear impedance, and the 
results can be expected to be reasonable. The assumption of lumped 
parameter acoustical elements can be used here to determine the vol-
ume velocity because the diameter of the coupler cavity is small 
compared to a wavelength. 
i- in. Microphop.e 
; in. Microphone 
a.) Experii;nental Setup 
Pr R R R 
_.._._ Coupler 
- ...... -- Capacitance 
b.) Equivalent Electrical Circt,1it 
Figure 9. Calib;ration l?roGedure 
2 cm.3 
Coupler 
When the calibration output pressure pk is measured over the 
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desired frequency range for any given reference pressure p , the fol-
r 
lowing transfer function may be calculated: 
= 
·0 I G (jw) I eJ s 
s 
( 12) 
The volume velocity may then be calculated by writing a loop equation 
for the pressure drop through the coupler cavity shown in Figure 9. 
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( 13) 
where 
c 
= volume velocity. 
Then the volume ve~ocity may be c;;omputed in terms of the measureq. 
pressure by combining Equations (12) and (13). 
Uk:;: jwCp IG(jw)lej0s 
. , r s , 
( 14) 
A similar calibration proced,ure may be used for computing the 
probe microphone transfer function. 
( 15) 
Using Equation ( 15 ), the measu.ned pre ssu.re may be related to the 
actual pressure in the ear. These calibratio.p. curves are shown in 
Appendix B~ 
Mec;1.surement Procedure 
The ear mold was inserted into tq.e subject's ear, ap.d the pres-
sures in the reference microphone and measuring microphone were 
measured,. The relationship between the measured pressures and 
phase angles and the desired e~r impedance may be obtained by using 
the tra.tlsfer functions indicated in Figure 10. 
Source 
Probe 
Gs (j (l)) I ... , _, ___ P_,e ____ ,___c_m_(_j w...-) __,----p ... m 
a.) Block Diagram Representation 
Measuring Probe 
Ear Canal 
b,) Arrangement of Probes in Subject's Ear 
Figure 10. Measurement Setup 
Figure 11. Photograph of :g;xperimental Setup 
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It was difficult at first to get an adequate seal, and the subject 
had to learn how to insert the ear mold himself. There was a sli~ht 
problem with inserting the probes because the ear canal opening is not 
perpendicular to the head. If the probes are pot inserted straight, the 
microphone prope tube may be closed off. This problem was corrected 
by having the subject tilt his head slightly. A photograph of the device 
and subject is shown in Figure 11, and the list of equipment used, 
along with wi.ring details, is descdbed in Figure 12, 
-
- Ballantine Microphone . ~ 
RMS 
. 
Pc;>wer Supply ' Voltmeter 
Jr>. ... 
-General Radio S~:mrce 
Oscillator W'"' / ... Microphone ... 
- / 
. v-~ Phase Angle Mcintosh 
/ Voltmeter Amplifier 
-
-
( North Atlap.tic) 
-
Fig1J.re 12. Wiring Diagram for Testing Session 
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The overall ~easured transfer function described in Figure 10 
can be expres1;1ed as 
;:: ( 16) 
The pressure in the ear may be computed in terms pf Equation (16) as 
;:: 
and the relationship between p and p becomes 
· · e m 
;:: 
IGmm(jw) I 
IG~(jw)I 
( 1 7) 
( 18) 
upon combining Equations (1(;>) and (17). Since the volume velocity may 
be q:>mputed using Equation (14)~ the ear impedam::e becomes 
z 
e 
-- Pe 
u 
e 
::::, ( 19) 
The ear impedan~e i,p. Equation ( 19) was computed using the com ... 
puter program shown in Appendix A for severfl,l test sessions. The 
device is unreliable above about 5000 hz., which is no surprise because 
of the unreliable phase charai::teristics at those frequencies. This is 
because the assumption of lumped parameter modeling became invalid 
above a certain frequency, and the effect of refle~ted waves was no 
longer negligible, Experimental accuracy also proved to be a problem 
which is easily recognizable whenever the resistance becomes negg.tive. 
This is due to slight error which pushes the ear impedance phase angle 
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from the first t9 the fourth quadrant making the sine function change 
signs. When this happens, the calculated resistance may be assumed 
to be zero, and the reactance is not affected very much. 
Discussion of Results 
The test subject l:'eported hearing a beat phenomenon which 
depended both on stimulus intensity and frequency, The beats were 
noticed evElry time the intensity exceeded about 105 DB ap.d the fre-
quency of the beat changed with the frequency pf the stimulus. Since 
ear nonlinearity becomes more pronounced with increased intensity, 
it is likely that this phenomeno.1;1 is associate cl with the ear's nonlinear-
ity (Bekesy, 1960a). Since it is desirabie to obtain data for impedance 
l:!oth with and without this phen,(l)menon present, data was collected for 
two testing sessions at each intensity lE:lvel. The results are shown in 
Figures 13 and 14. 
There are several humc;tn variables associated with ear imped-
ance that can affect the resuLts of this experiment. It is known that ear 
impedance may change if the testing session lasts too long. !I. This may 
be due to fatiguing qf muscles ~:>r adaptation of the e,;1.r to a new environ-
ment. Consequently, testing sessions were limited to about 15 minutes 
each. 
Notice in Figures 13 and 14 that the ear impedance varies with 
the different testing sessions, These changes are quite large and are 
most noticeable for f:requeneies below about 1000 hz, Since the 
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impedance cakulated on the m;a.thematical model indicates a change in 
impedance with a change in the dif!tance to the eardrum, it seems logL-
cal to consider differences in. the extension of the ear mold as an 
explanation for these differences. However, since the ear mold is of 
constant size, it seems that it was always inserted approximately the 
same distance as indicated in Figu,re 15, Therefore, this may not be 
an explanation for large fluctuations, 
Figure 15. Di,awing Representing How 
Far lnto the Ear Canal 
the Ea:r Mold Goes 
In further attempts to explain the variations, the subject W{;l.s 
questioned concerning his state of fatigue, mental activity, and tension. 
During the first testi:q.g session the subject was extremely tired. 
During the second testing session the subject reported excessive men~ 
tal activity and tension. During the thirci and fourth testing sessions, 
the subject was rested and mental activity was controlled. It seems 
that at! these factors may be involved in ear impedance, but on the 
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basis of the work }).ere, it is not p9ssible ~o relate specific impedance 
changes to the factors mentioned above. Further controlled experi-
ments must be undertaken to determine whether fatigue, mental 
activity, and tension affect ear impedance, and if so, how. 
The impedance curves that result from measurement look simi~ 
lar in shape to the impedance curves calculated from the mathematical 
model. The hump in the resistance curve and the inflection in the 
reactance curve consistently appear at about 500 hz. Other 
researchers have not observed tbese factors when using lower stimulus 
intensity, so it is likely that they are related to the properties of the 
ear at higher intensity, 2 The re~son for this similarity is that the 
real eardrum hehaves like a piston for lower frequencies. 3 
The wide va:+iation i,ri measl,lred impedance indicates that imped-
ance matching will involve the fitting Qf device impedance into 
acceptable bands of ear impeda,nce. Further testing is necessary in 
order to determine the properties of these bands based on the variation 
of ear impedance for a particular person c1,nd based on variation of ear 
impedance between persons. 
FOOTNOTES 
1 J, Y. Morton and R. A. Jones, "The Acoustical Impedance 
Presented by Some :f{um~n Ears to Hearip.g Aid Earphones of the Insert 
Type," Acustica, Vol, 6, 1956 1 p. 329. 
3 Georg V~:;m Bekesy~ Experiments in Hearing (New York, 1960), 
' , , .... .., I 
p, 102. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
A mathematical model was developed which approximates the 
input acoustical impedance to the human ear. An acoustical device 
similar to what is used in conventional hearing aids was proposed as a 
means of impedance matching, and the impedance match was performed 
by a curve fit on th.e computer. Results indicate that this impedance 
match is not very good. 
Passive elements cannot provide very much improvement in 
impedance matching because of requ,irements on the reactance. Reac-
tive components must start large and positive for low frequency and 
decrease with an increase in frequency in order to fit the criteria 
developed. The conclusion is that improvements in aural pros the sis 
are possible by consideration of i:r:p.pedance matching, but such improve..-
ments require active device$ as passive devices fail to satisfy the 
reactive requirement. 
The input accmstical impedance of the human ear was measured, 
and variations were noted which make an exact impedance match impos -
sil;>le. These variations may be caused by fatigue, tension, and mental 
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activity, factors which are difficult to control. Thl's means that any 
attempts at impedance matching will never exactly fit the criterion but 
must settle for fitting i,11to some ac~eptable ban.d of impedance require-
ments. 
Recommendations 
A beat phenomenon was discovered during testing which should be 
studied further. Since thi1:1 pp.enomenon occurred only at higher inten-
sities, it is likely that it is associated with ear nonlinearity, Nonlinear 
systems have been known to exhibit ahnost periodic behavior which can 
cause beats, and subhatmonics can superimpose themselves on the 
primary signal to generate sounds like beats. A nonlinear analysis of 
hearing should be used to characterize arid study this phenomenon. 
Altho1,1gh the acousticql device that was used here did not match 
impedances very well, pther devices might represent significant 
improvements. A comparison of the reac;tanceEJ of the proposed device 
and the ear indicatEis that they are the reason for the poor curve fit. 
This problem is common with resonant circuits, but if a device could 
be found whose reactance is more similar in shape to ear reactance, 
then significant improvements might result. 1£ more work is to be 
done with this idea, more testing will be required in order to charac-
terize the acceptable bands for the impedance of human ears. This 
will involve improvements in the impedance measuring device in order 
to make measurements at higher frequencies more reliable, 
4l 
In the course of carrying out this study it was observed that con-
ventional artificial ear$ use~ j.,;i earph<:>ne calibration p.rocedures 
attempt to approxirnate ear irnp~dance with a reactive component alone. 
An improvement in artificial ears could be achieved by including a 
resistive component in the form of a damper and piston similar to the 
mathematical model that VV'as included here. Certainly this would rep .. 
resent a more accurate pictul:'e of what the hearin~ aid sees when it is 
fitted to a human ear. Using conve.p.tional a,rtificial ears for testing, 
the hearing aid seei;; a load that does no~ dissipate power. Certainly 
the ear does dissipate power, so the inclusion of resistance wot:!.ld come 
closer to the real ear. This irnprc;,vement in fl,rtificial ears might give 
audiologists a better idea of the tr1.;1.e performance of hearing c;1.ids. The 
improved artificial ear might be buiit similar to the mathematical 
model of the ear proposed here which does include damping~ 
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c 
C COMPUTER PROGRAM TO COMPUTE THE INPUT ACOUSTICAL IMPEDANCE TO THE 
:: HUMAN EAR. 
C DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS. 
- R=OAMPING COEFFICIENT • 
. S = CROSS SECTIONAL AREA OF EAR CANAL. 
~ RK = SPRING CONSTANT ON EARDRUM MODEL • 
. RM = EQUIVALENT MASS OF MAllEUS, INCUS, STAPES. 
~ CA= WAVE PROPOGATION VELOCITY OF AIR. 
S DENS= DE~SITV OF AIR • 
. RL= LENGTH OF EAR CANAL • 
. D~LXX= STEP IN LONGITUDINAL DIRECTinN IN EAR C~NAL. 
- DELFRQ= FREQUENCY STEP. 
c 
DIMENSION ZI(l0,10"),ZR(l0,1001 
DIMENSION XARRAY(lOll,VARRAY(lOll 
READ( 5, lflt'H R,S ,RM,RK,CA ,DENS ,RL ,OELXX ,OELFRQ 
WRITEl6,151')1 R,S,RM,RK,CA,DENS 
L=99 . 
XX=Rl 
00 6 I= 1, Hl 
FRQ=lOI'). 
00 1 K=l,L 
KK=K-1. 
FRR=FRQ*(Z.•3.141592) 
CHAR=IOENS*CA)/S 
RE=RllS*Sl 
XE=(FRR*RM-Rk/FRRJ/IS•SJ . , . 
VAL l=ABS I ( FRR*XX/CA 1-1. 5*3.141592 J l 
VALZ=ABS(IFRR*XX/CAl-ll.5*3•14159211 
I Fl VAL 1.L T. 1. (IOE-02. OR. VAL2. LT• l • OOE-1'12} GO TO 5 
DUF=(CHAR-XE*TANIFRR*XX/CAll*ICHAR-XE*TAN(FRR*XX/CAJl 
1 + IRE*TANIFRR*XX/CAll*IRE*TANIFRR*XX/CAJI 
ZR( 1,K )=CHAR *CHAR *RE*( l. +I TA NIF RR*XX/CAI J * (TANI FRR*XX/ CA I I >IOU F 
ZI( 1,Kl=(XE*CHAR-(XE*XE+RE*REl*TAN(FRR*XX/CA)+ 
l CHAR*ITAN(FRR*XX/CAll*lTANlFRR*XX/CAlll /OUF 
IF(VAL1.GE.l."0E-1')2.ANO.VAL2.GE.,l.OOE-n2J GO T:J 7 
5 ZR( I ,Kl=ZR( I ,KKI 
ZH I,Kl=ZHI,KKI 
7 FRQ=FRQ+DELFRQ__ 
6 XX=XX-DELXX 
C GENERATE XARRAV FOR CALCOMP PLOT. 
FRQ=l<'t'I. 
DO 4 K=l,L 
XARR AY ( K l=ALOGl!'.1 I fRQ I 
4 FRQ=fRQ+DELFRQ 
XX=RL 
CALL PLOTS 
DO 8 I=l,10 
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CALL PLOTC(O.n,-11.,-31 
C DO-LOOP TO PLOT REACTANCE AT DISCRETE POINTS ALONG EAR CANAL. 
00 9 K=l,L 
YARRAY(K)=ZII I,K) 
9 CONTINUE 
CALL PLOTC(0.0,5.5,21 
CALL PLOTC(8.5,5.5,31 
CALL PLOTC(B.5,0.0,21 
CALL PLOTC(n.o,n.0,2, 
CALL PLOTC(0.0,1.5,-31 
CALL PLOTC(2.o,n.n,-31 
SCALE VALUES ANO DRAW AXES 
CALL S CAL El XARR AV, 5 .o, 99, 1) 
CALL SCALE(YARRAY ,2 0 0,99',1> 
CALL AXIS( o.o,n.o, 'LOG FREQUENCY• ,-1.3,5. O,O.O,XARRAY(l 001, 
1 XARRAY(lOlJI 
CALL AX I S( n. 0 ,n. 0, • RE ACT ANC E 1 , 9 , 2 .n ,90 .o, Y ARR AV ( 100 1, Y ARRAY ( 10111 
CALL LINE(XARRAY,YARRAV,99,1,10,751 
CALL PLOTCC-2.n,4.0,-31 
- DO -LOOP TO PLOT RESISTANCE AT DISCRETE POINTS ALONG EAR CANAL. 
DO 10 K=l,L 
YARRAY(Kl=ZR( 1,KI 
11} CONTINUE 
CALL PLOTCCO.o,5.5,21 
CALL PLOTCCB.5,5.5,3) 
CALL PLOTCC8.5,0.0,21 
CALL PLOTCCO.o,n.n,21 
CALL PLOTC(n.n,t.5,-31 
CALL PLOTcc2.o,n.o,-31 
- SCALE VALUES ANO DRAW AXES 
CALL SCALECXARRAY,5.0,99,11 
CALL SCALECYARRAY,2.0,99,11 
CALL AXIS(o.n,o.o,•LDG FREQUENCY•,-13,5.o,o.o,xARRAY(lODI, 
l XA RRA Y (11'1111 
CALL AXIS( D.O,O.O, 'RESISTANCE', 10,2. 0,90. O,YARRAYI lOOJ· ,YARRAY(lOl I 
11 
- PLOT POINTS. 
CALL LINEIXARRAY,YARRAY,99,1,10,751 
CALL SVMBOL(4.00,2.nn,.14,•xx~·.o.o,31 
CALL NUMBERC4.50,2.00,.14,XX,0.0,2J 
CALL PLOTCCB.0,-6.5,-31 . 
8 XX=XX-DELXX . 
100 FORMATl4El5.4/4El5.4/El5o41 
15" FORMATUOH DAMPING= El0.4,20H AREA OF EAR CANAL= f 1().4// 
1 5H RM~ Eln.4,5H RK= El~.4,5H CA• El0.4,7H DENS= El0.4//) 
STOP 
END 
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Of MENS ION XLC 91, XRI 91, XLOW( 91,XHLGH( 91 ,XI 91 
N=4 
READ( 5, 1001 ( XU f I ,XR( IJ ,I=l ,N I 
MPRINT=l 
MPRI NT=O 
F=.1 
F:.01 
R=. 667 
CALL GRID4(N,MPRINT,XL,XR,F,R,Y,X,XLOW,XHIGH,NNI 
WRITEl6,481 Y,NN,F . 
48 FOR MA Tl II 
154H LARGEST MERIT ORDINATE FOUND DURING SEARCH ••••••••••tE15.8/ 
254H NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS USED DUR ING SEARCH ••• , I 15/ 
354H FRACT. REDUCTION IN INTERVAL OF UNCERTAINTY EXTANT •• ,E15.81) 
DO 11)1 I=l,N 
101 WRITE(6,1021 XLOW( IJ ,XI II ,XHIGH( I I 
1no FORMAT(BEl0.21 
102 FORMAT 15HXLOW=El5 .8, 2X, 2HX=El5. 8, 2X, 6HXHIGH=E 15. 8) 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE.MERIT4(U,YI 
DIMENSION ZI(lOOJ,ZR(lDOl,YillOO),YR(lO~l,XI(lOOl,XH(lOOJ 
DIMENSION U(lt 
C DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS. 
C R=DAMPING COEFFICIENT. 
CS= CROSS SECTIONAL AREA OF EAR CANAL. 
C RK = SPRING CONST ANT ON EARDRUM MOOeL • 
C RM = EQUIVALENT MASS OF il"ALLEUS, INCUS, STAPES. 
C CA= WAVE PROPOGATION VELOCITY OF AIR. 
C DENS= DENSITY OF AIR. 
C RL= LENGTH OF EAR CANAL. 
C OELXX= STEP IN LONGlTUDINAL DIRECTION IN EAR CANAL• 
C DELFRQ= FREQUENCY STEP. 
C RH=RESISTANCE OF HEARING AID IMPEDANCE MATCHING DEVICE. 
C RAD=RADIUS OF HOLE DRILLED IN TUBE OF IMPEDANCE MATCHING DEVICE. 
CAL =LENGTH OF ACOUSTICAL COMPLIANCE. 
C RT=RADIUS OF ACOUSTICAL CO"PLIANCE. 
C Ull)=RA 
C U( 2 >=RAD 
C U(3 l-=AL 
C U(4 l=RT 
R=l.OOE nz 
S=5 .onE-r!l 
RM=2.50E-02 
c 
R K= lo ME 06 
CA=3.62E f'.14 
DENS=l.23E-'l3 
Rl= 1. 5 
DELFRQ=l .OllE 02 
L=99 
XX=Rl 
FRQ=lOO. 
DO 7 K=l,L 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
t 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
KK=K-1 
FRR~FRQ*(Z.•3.1415921 
CHAR•CDENS*CAIIS 
RE:Rl(S*S I 
XE=(FRR*RM-RK/FRRJ/(S*SI 
VAL 1:ABS( IFRR*XX/CAl-f •5*3014159211 
VAl.2=ABS f (FRR*XX/CA l-fl.5•3.14159211 
IFI VALl.LT.l.Of'IE-02.0RoVAL2.LT.t.OOE-02·1 GO TO S 
DUF=fCHAR-XE*TAN(FRR*XX/CAll*fCHAR-XE*TANIFRR*XX/CAII 
1 + (RE*TAN(FRR*XX/CAll*IRE•TANCFRR*XX/CAll 
ZRIKI =CHAR*CHAR*RE*fl.+fTANIFRR*XXICAll*fTANIFRR*XX/CAIIIIDUF 
ZIIKI =IXE*CHAR-CXE*XE+RE*REl*TANIFRR*XX/CAI+ 
1 CHAR*I TANIFRR*XX/CAI I* ITANIFRR*XXICAI 11/0UF 
IFIVAL 1.GE.1.ME-02.AND.VAL 2.GE.1.ooE-021 GO TO 6 
5 ZR(Kl=ZRIKKI 
ZIIKl=ZlfKKI 
6 CONTINUE 
RH•UCll 
XH( K l=FRR*OEN S• l. 7* UC 21/C 3o l41592*U 121 * UC 21 
l-FRR*FRR•l. 7*UI 21*( 13014159 2*Uf 41 *UI 4l*UI 311 l(CA*CM 11 
1 FRQ=DELFRQ+FRQ 
Z1=1.+ABSIZRl201-RAI 
Z2=1.+ABSIZil20)+XHl20fl 
Pl=Zl+Z2 
Y=lolPI 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE GRI04(N,MPRINT,XL,XR,F,R,Y,X,XLOW,XHIGH,NNI 
SUB ROOT I NE GRI04 IN, M PR INT, XL ,XR, F, R, Y, X, XLOW, XH IGH, NN I 
GRID SEARCH 
THIS SUBROUTINE EXERCISES A GRID SEARCH IN A MERIT HYPERSURFACE 
OF UPTO EIGHT DIMENSIONS BY CALLING SUBROUTINE MER IT40C,YI 
CALLING PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
PROVIDE A DIMENSION STATEMENT ,AS FOLLOWS. 
DIMENSION XLI 91, XRI 91, XLOW(91,XHIGH(91 ,X{91 
. . . \ ·.· . . . 
NOME.NC LAT URE 
N = NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARiA·itLES ... . 
MPRINT = " CONVERGENCE MONITOR Dbes NOT 'PRINT 
. , . =) CONVEit'GENCE MONIT'OR. ·IULL P.!UNT. ;, . 
XL = ORIGINA.L LOWElt: EXTREMITY; ciP>'ll'i.lJ ERV Ai{ ·of ·UNCERTAINTY . 
t = = F~~~~~~~~L u::g~cg~~E~~TiN~~-~~?!:A~Ng:R ~:~~~:~~~~j~EO .·· 
R = FRACTIONAL GRID REDUCTION UTUUEO " , 
Y = EXTREME ORDINATE TO MERIT SURFACE DISCOVERED BY GRID SEARCH 
X = COLUMN VECTOR OF ABSCISSAS CORRESPONDING TO V . 
XLOW = FINAL LOWER EXTREMITY Of INTERVAL OF .UNCERTAINTY 
GRI 0010 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC . 
GRI CCCC . 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC . 
GRI CCCC. 
GRI CCCC 
GR[ CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GR.I CCCC 
J;RI CCCC 
GRI cccc ". 
GRI tccc 
GRi''CCCC 
GfU. CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC. 
GRI CCCC 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
XHIGH • FINAL UPPER EXTREMITY OF INTERVAL OF UNCERTAINTY 
NN = NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS EXPENDED IN GRID SEARCH 
DIMENSION XU 91 ,XR( 91 ,X( 9l ,XLOW(9J ,XHIGH(91 ,CENTER(9 I ,SAVEX (91 
••••• PROTECTION 
IF ( N-8 I 11, 11, 12 
12 WRITE(6,13IN 
13 FORMAT(41H *****ERROR MESSAGE SUBROUTINE GRID4*****,/, 
l9H 11=,I3 1 16H GREATER THAN 8.) 
RETURN 
11 IF(F-1.01141 14,15 
15 WRITE(6,16IF 
16 FORMAT( 41H *****ERROR ME SSA GE SUBROUTINE GRI 04*****,/, 
llOH A5=,El5.8,16H GREATER THAN 1.) 
RETURN 
14 00 50 I = 1, N 
IF(XR(II-XL(Il151,51,50 
- 51 XRFI = XR([I 
XLL = XU i I 
WRITE(6 1 5211,XLL,1 1 XRR 
52 FORMAT( 41H *****ERROR MESSAGE SUBROUTINE GRID4*****tl, 
l9H A3(,11,2Hl=,El5.8 1 16HGREATER THAN A4t,Il,2Hl=,El5.81 
RETURN 
50 CONT I NUE 
IF(R-2.l'l/3.1'1153,54,54 
54 IFIR-1.0158,58,53 
53 WRITE(6,551R 
55 FORMAT(41H *****ERROR MESSAGE SUBROUTINE GRID4*****,I, 
l9H A6=,El5.8 1 33H DOES NOT LIE BETWEEN 2/3 AND 1.01 
RETURN 
• • • • • IN I Tl ll ZE fl •••• 
58 NN = O 
SIDE = 1.0 
IF( MPRINT 11, 3, 1 
l WRITE(6,2l 
2 FORMAT(37HlCONVERGENCE 
1114H NN SIDE 
2 Xl51 Xl61 
3 DO 4 1=1,N 
CENTERIII = "•5 
4 CONTINUE 
JJ = n 
JJ - 0 
MONITOR. SUBROUTINE GRI04,//, 
Y X( 11 X( 21 X(3) 
X(7) i~BI BIGGEST Y,/J 
••••• DETERMINE CENTRAL MERIT ORDINATE••••• 
CALL UNNORM(N,XL,XR,CENTERJ 
CALL REGION(N,XL,XR,CENTERI 
CALL MERIT4(CENTER,YMIDI 
NN = NN + 1 
CALL NORMAL(N,XL,XR,CENTERJ 
X(41 
GR I CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GR I CCCC 
GRI 0020 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI 0030 
GR I 0040-
GRI 0050 
GRI 0060 
GR I 0070 
GRI 0080 
GRI 0090 
GRI 0100 
GRI OllO 
GR I O 121) 
GR I O 130 
GRI 0140 
GRI 0150 
GRI 0160 
GRI 01 70 
GRI 0180 
GRI 0190 
GR I -0200 
GR I 0211) 
GRI 0220 
GRI 0230 
GRI 0240 
GRI 0250 
GR I 0260 
GRI 0270 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GR[ CCCC 
GRI 0280 
GRI 0290 
GRI 0300 
GRI 0310 
GRI 0320 
GRI 0330 
GRI 0340 
GRI 0350 
GRI 0360 
GR I 0370 
GRI 0380 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC -
GRI CCCC 
GRI 0390 
GR I 0400 
GRI 0410 
GRI 0420 
GRI 0430 
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c 
c 
00 5 1=1,N 
XLOW(I I = ll.O 
5 CONTINUE 
YBIG = YMID 
C • •• •• DETERMINE MER IT ORDINATES IN GRID, NOTE LARGEST •• ••. 
10 STEP= SIOE/3.n 
c 
C AT EVERY GRID REDUCTION OCCASION, ALTERNATE BETWEEN A 
C ••••• SQUARE SURVEY PATTERN AND A STAR SURVEY PATTERN, 
c 
C ••••• DEPENDING ON ODDNESS OR EVENNESS OF JJ. 
lF(JJ/2*2-JJl600,5101600 
c 
C ••••• SQUARE GRID SURVEY 
c 
51r DO 500 I=l,N 
XI T I = XLO WI I I 
5M CONTINUE 
GO TO 111,72,73 1 74,75,76 1 77,78),N 
78 18 = n 
88 18 = 18 + 1 
Xl81 = Xl81 + STEP 
77 17 ., O 
87 17 = 17 + l 
X(7J = Xl71 + STEP 
76 16 .. n 
86 I 6 = 16 + 1 
Xl6J = X( 61 + STEP 
75 15 = 0 
85 1 5 ,. 15 + 1 
X(51 = X(51 + STEP 
74 14 = O 
84 I 4 = I 4 + 1 
X(41 = X(41 + STEP 
73 13 = n 
83 I 3 = I 3 + l 
Xl31 = Xl31 + STEP 
72 12 ... n 
82 12 = 12 + 1 
X 121 = X(21 + STEP 
71 11 = n 
8111=11+1 
X Cl I = XI 11 + STEP 
CALL UNNORHCN,XL,XR,XI 
CALL REGIONCN,XL,XR,XI 
CALL MERIT41X,Yl I 
NN = NN + 1 
CALL NORHALIN,XL,XR,XI 
IFIY1-Y81GI 171,171,6 
6 YBIG = Yl 
DO 30 K-=1,N 
SAVEXIKl = XIKJ 
GRI 0440 
GRI 0450 
GRI 0460 
GR I CCCC 
GRI 0470 
GRI CCCC 
GR I CCCC 
GRI 0480 
GRJ CCCC 
GRJ CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI 0490 
GRI CCCC 
GR I CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GR I 0500 
GIH 0510 
GRI 0520 
GRI 0530 
GRI 0540 
GRI 0550 
GR I 0560 
GRI 0570 
GRI 0580 
GR I 0590 
GRI 0600 
GR.I 0610 
GR I 0620 
GRI 0630 
GR I 0640 
GRI 0650 
GRI 0660 
GR I 0670 
GRI 0680 
GRI 0690 
GRI 0700 
GRI 0710 
GRI 0720 
GR I 0730 
GRI 0740 
GRI 0750 
GRI 0760 
GRI 0770 
GR I 0780 
GRI 0790 
GRI 0800 
GRI 0810 
GRI 0820 
GRI 0830 
GR I 0840 
GRI 0850 
GRI 0860 
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31') CONTINUE GRI 0870 
TFI 11.EQ.21 GO TO 171 GRI 0880 
GO TO 81 GRi 08~0 
l 71 X 11 I = XLOW ( 11 GRI 0900 
IF(N.EQ.l) GO TO 51'\l GR I 0910 
IFII2.EQ.2) GO TO 172 GRI 0920 
GO TO 82 GRI 0930 
172 X(2 I = XLOWI 2) GRI 0940 
I Fl N. EQ .2) GO TO 51"11 GRI 0950 
IF(I3.EQ.2) GO TO 173 GRI 0960 
GO TO 83 GRI 0970 
173 X(3 I = XLOW( 31 GRI 0980 
IF( N.EQ.3) GO TO 51"11 GRI 0990 
IFI 14.EQ.21 GO TO 174 GRI 1000 
GO TO 84 GRI 1010 
174 X(41 = XLOWl4) GRI 1020 
IF( N. EQ. 41 GO TO 51'11 GRI 1030 
IF(I5.EQ.21 GO TO 175 GRI 1040 
GO TO 85 GRI 1050 
175 X(5i = XLOW(5l GRI 1060 
IFIN.EQ.5) GO ·To 501 GR I 1070 
IFCI6.EQ.21 GO TO 176 GR I 1080 
GO TO 86 GRI 11)90 
176 XC61 = XLOW(6 I GR I 1100 
IF(N.EQ.61 GO TO c;rn GIU 1110 
IFC 17.EQ.2 I GO TO 177 GRI 1120 
GO TO 87 GRI 1130 
177 X(7) = XLOW( 7) GRI 1140 
IF ( N. EQ • 7 t GO TO 501 GRI 1150 
IFCIB.EQ.21 GO TO 178 GR I 1160 
GO TO 88 GRI 1170 
178 X(Bt = XLOWC81 GRI 1180 
GO TO 51'11 GR I 1190 
:: GRI cccc 
. . . . . STAR SURVEY PATTERN ..... GRI cccc 
GRI cccc 
600 DO Ml I=l,N GRI 1200 
XO I = CENTF.R(J I GRI 1210 
601 CONTINUE GR I 1220 
DO 62n I= 1, N GRI 1230 
XI I I = CENTERlll+STEP GRI 1240 
CALL REG ION I N, XL, XR , X l GRI 1250 
CALL UNNORM(N,XL,XR,XI GRI 1260 
CALL MERIT4CX,YPLUSI GR I 1270 
NN = NN + l GRI 1280 
CALL NORMALIN,XL,XR,XI GRI 1290 
IFC YPLUS-YBIGI 611,611,611"1 GR 1 1300 
610 YBlG = YPLUS GRI 1311) 
DO 612 K=l, N GRI 1320 
SAVEX(K) = X( Kl GR I 1330 
612 CONTINUE GRI 1340 
611 XII l = CENTERCI) - STEP GRJ 1350 
CALL UNNORMCN,XL,XR,XI GRI 1360 
CALL REGION(N,XL,XR,X) GRI 1370 
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c 
,. 
.. 
: 
: 
c 
CAll MERIT4(X,YMINUS I 
NN ., NN + l 
CALL NORMALIN,XL,XR,XI 
IF(YMINUS-YBIG1614,614,613 
613 YBIG = YMINUS . 
DO 615 K=l, N 
SAVEX(KI ., X(KI 
615 CONTINUE 
614 CONTINUE 
X(I I = CENTER( I I 
620 CONTINUE 
••••• CHECK TO SEE IF GRID SIZE JS SMALL ENOUGH ••••• 
501 JJ = JJ+l 
IFIF-SIDEl32,45,45 
GRID SHE NOT SUFFICIENTLY SMALL, SELECT LA~GE'ST 
••••• ORDINATE LOCATION FROM GRID AND CENTER NEXT 
••• •• SMALLER GRrn ABOUT THIS POINT. 
' 32 IF(YBIG-YMIDl44,44,33 
33 YMI D = YBIG 
00 40 K=l,N 
CENTER(K I : SA VEX( Kl 
41) CONT INU E 
••••• IF PRINTING OF CONVERGENCE MONITOR IS REQUIRED, DO SO ••••• 
44 IFIMPRINTJ4l,43,41 
41 CALL UNNORMIN,XL,XR,CENTERI 
WRITE(6,421NN,SIOE,YMID,(CENTER(IJ,I=l,81,YBIG 
42 fORMAT(lX,15,llEl0.31 
CALL NORMALIN, XL, XR, CENTER J 
••••• REDUCE SIZE OF GRID AND CONTINUE SEARCH••••• 
43 SIDE= SIOE*R 
DO 502 I=l,N 
XLOW(I> = CENTER(II-SIDE/2.0 
XHIGH(I) = CENTER(ll+SIDE/2.0 
502 CONTINUE 
CALL UNNORM(N,Xl,XR, XLOW J 
CALL UNNORM( N,XL ,XR,XHIGH) 
CALL REGION( N, XL, XR, XLDWI 
CALL REGION(N,XL,XR,XHIGHI 
CALL NORMAL(N,XL,XR,XLOW> 
CALL NORMALIN,XL,XR,XHIGHI 
GO TO 10 
••••• GRID SIZE SUFFICIENTLY SMALL, EXIT FROM SEARCH••••• 
45 CALL UNNORM(N,XL,XR,SAVEXI 
CALL REGION(N,XL,XR,SAVEXI 
GRI 1380 
GRI 1390 
GRI 1400 
GRI 1410 
GR I 1420 
GRI 1430 
GRI 1440 
GR I 145() 
GRI 1460 
GR I 1470 
GR I 1480 
GRI tccc 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI 1490 
GRI 1500 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GR I CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI 1510 
GRI 1520 
GR I 1530 
GR I 1540 
GRI 1550 
GR I CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI 1560 
GRI 1570 
GRI 1580 
GRI 1590 
GR t 1600 
GR I CCCC 
GR I CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI 1610 
GR I 1620 
GRI 1630 
GRI 1640 
GRI 1650 
GRI 1660 
GRI 1670 
GRI 1680 
GRI 1690 
GRI 1700 
GRI 1710 
GR I 1720 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI CCCC 
GRI 1730 
GRI 1740 
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CALL MERIT4(SAVEX,YI GRI 1750 
NN = NN + 1 GRI 1760 
CALL NORMAL(N,XL,XR,SAVEXl GRI 1770 
00 46 K=l, N GR I l 780 
X(Kl., SAVEXIK) GRI 1790 
IFICENTER(Kl-SAVFX(Kll60,61,62 GRI 1800 
60 XLOW(Kl = CENTER(KI GRI 1810 
XHIGHIKl = CENTER(Kl+SIDE/2.0 GRI 1820 
GO TO 46 GRJ 1830 
61 XLOWIKI z CENTER(Kl-SIOE/2.0 GRI 1840 
XHIGHIK I ~ CENTER I Kl+SIDE/2.0 GRI 1850 
GO TO 46 GRt 1860 
62 XLOWIKI = CENTERIKI-SIDE/2.0 GRI 1870 
XHIGH(K) = CENTERIKI GRI 1880 
46 CONTINUE GRI 1890 
CALL UNNORMIN,XL,XR,XLOWJ GRI 1900 
CALL UNNORMIN,XL,XR,XHIGH) GRI 1910 
CALL UNNORMIN,XL,XR,SAVEX) GR. 1920 
CALL UNNORMIN,XL,XR,XI GRI 1930 
[F(MPRINTl47,49,47 GRl 1940 
47 FF= SIOE GRI 1950 
WRITEl6,48JY,NN,FF GRI 1960 
48 FORMAT(/, GRI 1970 
154H LARGEST MERIT ORDINATE FOUND DURING SEARCH ••••••••••tE15.8,/,GRI 1980 
254H NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS USED DURING SEARCH ••• ,115,/, GRI 1990 
354H FRACT. REDUCTION IN INTERVAL OF UNCERTAINTY EXTANT •• ,El5.8,/lGRI 2000 
0 0 1 ()(I I= 1 , N GR I }O l O 
Xl = XLOWII) GRI 2020 
X2 = SAVEX(II GRI 2030 
X3 = XHIGH(II GRI 2040 
WRITE I 6, l'H I I, Xl,l, X2, I, X3 GRI 2nso 
1n1 FORMAT(1X,5HXLOWl,ll ,2Hl=,El5.8,2X, GRI 2060 
12HXl,Il,2Hl=,El5.8,2X,6HXHIGHl,Il,2Hl=,El5.81 GRI 2070 
lOl'l CONTINUE G RI 2080 
49 RETURN GR I 2090 
END GRI 2100 
SUBROUTINf NORMAL(N,XL,XR,XNORMI NOR 0010 
DIMEt-lSION XLl9J ,XR(9J ,XNORM(9l NOR 0020 
DO l I=l,N . NOR 0030 
XNORM( I I =(XNORM( I I-XL( I l Ill XR( H-xu I 11 NOR 0040 
1 CONTINUE NOR 0050 
RETURN NOR 01)60 
END NOR 0070 
SUBROUTINE UNNORMIN,XL,XR,EXI UNO 0010 
DIMENSION XL(91,XR(91,EX(91 UNO 0020 
00 1 I=l ,N UNO 0030 
EXIIl=XUil+EX!ll*!XRIII-XLIIII UNO 0040 
l CONTINUE UNO 0050 
RETURN UNO 0060 
END UNO 0070 
SUBROUTINE RFGION(N,XL,XR,Xl REG 0010 
DIMENSION XU91 ,XR(91 ,X19l REG 0020 
DO 4 I=l,N REG 0030 
IF(XLIII-X(IIIZ,2,1 REG 0040 
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X(Il=XL(I) 
GO TO 4 
2 IF(XRlt)-XIIl)3,4,4 
3 XCI I =XR( II 
4 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
REG 0050 
REG 0060 
REG 0070 
REG 0080 
REG 0090 
REG 0100 
REG 0110 
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DIMENSION ZRClOOl,ZIC llJQJ,POWEROClOOl ,PRESSllOOJ ,POWERIUOOJ 
DIMENSION XHClOfll 
DIMENSION XARRAYl!Oll ,YARRAY(lOll 
READl5,1001 RA,DENS,RAD,AL,RT,CA 
REA015,2001 UO,R,S,RM,RK,Rl 
C COMPUTE OUTPUT ACOUSTICAL IMPEDANCE OF IMPEDANCE Mi,\TCHING DEVICE. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c ~ 
c 
L=99 
FRQ=lOO. 
DO 16 K=l,L 
XX=RL 
FRR=FRO*f2.*3.141592J 
RH=RA 
KK=K-1 
CHAR=IDENS*CAI /S 
RE=R/ IS *SJ 
XE=(FRR*RM-RK/FRRJ/IS*SI 
VALl=ABSCIFRR*XX/CAI-C.5*3•14159211 
VAL2=ABS((FRR*XX/CAl-fl.5*3•141592ll 
IFIVAL1.LT.1.00E-02.0R.VAL2.LT.1 .• 00E-021 GO TO 5 
DUF= ( CHAR-x·E *TANI FRR*XX/CA I)* (CHAR-XE*TAN CFRR*XX/CA I) 
l + (RE*TANCFRR*XXICAll*IRE*TANIFRR*XX/CAII 
ZRIKl =CHAR*CHAR*RE*(l.+ITANIFRR*XX/CA)l*ITANIFRR*XXICAIIIIOUF 
ZICK) =IXE*CHAR-CXE*XE+RE*REl*TANCFRR*XXICAI+ 
1 CHAR*ITAN(FRR*XX/CAll*ITAN(FRR*XXICA)II/OUF 
IF(VALl.GE.1.one-n2.ANO.VAL2.GE.l.OOE-021 GO TO 6 
5 ZRIKl=ZRIKKI 
ZICKl=ZICKKI 
6 CONTINUE 
XH(K)=FRR*OENS*l•7*RAO/( 3.l41592*RAO*RAD - FRR*FRR*l.7*RAD* 
1( ( 3.14l 592*R T*R T*ALI IC CA•CA 111 
XARRAY(KlzALOGlOCFRQI 
POWERO(Kl=(UO*UO*XHCKl*XH(Kl*ZR(KJ/IIRA+ZR(Kll*(RA+ZRIKII+ 
1 (XH(Kl+ZICKll*(XH(Kl+Zl(K)lll*l•OOE-07 . 
POWERICKl=IUO*UO*CIRA+ZR(Kll*fRA+ZR(Kll+ZI(Kl*Zl(Kl)*XH(Kl/ 
1 I (RA+ZR(KI l*IRA+ZRCKI l+IXH(K l+Z ICKI l*(XH(K I +ZICK l I l l*l oOOE-07 
PRS=UO*XH(KI/SQRT((RA+ZR(Kll*CRA+ZRIKIJ+IXHIKl+Zl(Kll*IXH(Kl+ZI(KI 
11 I 
PRESS(Kl=20.*ALOG10(PRS/.Ono21 
WRITEC6,ll61 FRQ,POWERl(Kl,POWERO(Kl,XH(K!,PRESS(KI 
16 FRQ=FRQ+ton. 
CALL PLOTS 
CALL PLOTC(n.n,-11.,-31 
C09K=l,L 
YARRAY( KJ:oXH ( Kl 
9 CONTINUE 
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CALL PLOTC(l'l ."1,5 .5,21 
CALL PLOTCl8.5,5.5,3l 
CALL PLOTC(a.s,n.n,21 
CALL PLOTC(n.n,n.n,21 
CALL PLQTC(n.n,1.5,-31 
CALL PLOTClz.n,n.n,-3) 
C SCALF VALUES ANO OPAW AXES 
CALL SCt\LE(XI\RRAY,5.'1,99,11 
CIILL SCAL EC YAR.R AV, 2. n, 99, 11 
CALL AXISCn.n,n.n,•LCG FREQUENCY',-13,5.0,n.0,XARRAYllO"I, 
l XARRAY(l0111 . . 
CALL AX IS 111 .o,"' .11, 1 R FACT ANC E 1 ,. 9, 2 • 0, 91). n, YA RRA Y ( 10 C) , YAR RA YI l 0111 
C PL'H POINTS. 
C PLOT POINTS. 
c 
CALL LINEIXA~RAY,VARPAY,9q, 1, l", 751 
CALL PLOTCC-2.n,4.n,-31 
DO l"' K=l,L 
Y ARR AV I Kl= l n. * AL OGl n I POW ER I I K II I 1 .no E-12 I l 
l" CONTINUE 
CALL PLQTCtn.n,5.5,21 
CALL PLOTC(R.5,5.5,31 
CALL PLOTC(q.5,n,n,21 
CALL PLOTC(".n,n.n,21 
(ALL PLOTC(n.n,1.5,-31 
CALL PLOTC(?.n,n.n,-31 
C SCALE VALUES ANO DRAW AXES 
CALL SCALF( Xl\llRAY,5.n,99,ll 
CALL SCALE(Y~RRAY,2.'l,99, 11 
CALL AXISl'1,0,",l),• LCG FREQUENCY' ,-13,5,",0,!'.1,XARRAYll(V't I, 
l XARR.I\Y(ll'lll 
Ci'LL AXIS(f'l.('1,1'\,n,•powrn IN',8,2,0,90.0,YARRAY(li11"1,YARRAY( 1011) 
C PL!JT POINTS, 
c 
c 
c 
CALL LINEIX6RRAY,YARRAY,99,1,ln,751 
CALL SYMBOL(4,"ll'l,2,5",,l",'RH=•,o.n,31 
CALL NUMBER(4.5,2.5n,.1n,RA,0.n,21 
CALL SYMBOL(4.f'l,2.35,.l':','XX=•,o.0,3) 
CALL NUM8FR(4.50,2,15,,ln,RL,n.n,21 
CALL SYMBOLl4,0",2,21'.l,,1'1, 1 RAD=' ,o.n,4J 
CALL ~UMBER(4.5",2.21'1,,l",RAD,n.o,41 
CALL SYMBOL 14,"",2 ,'l5, ,10,' AL=' ,!'l ,') ,31 
CALL NUMBER(4.5",2,05,.ln,AL,n.o,41 
CALL SYMHOL(4.nn,1,gn,.1n, 1 RT=•,o.n,31 
CALL NUMB[R(4,5n,1.9n,,t0,RT,"l.!'.1,41 
CALL PL OTC( 8,",-6,5,-31 
DO 11 K=l ,L 
11 YARRAY(Kl=tn.*AL0Gl"(POWERO(Kl/(l.110E-121l 
CALL PLOTC(n,!'1,5,5,21 
CALL PLOTC(a.5,5,5,31 
CALL PLOTC(8.5,l".n,zJ 
CALL PLOTC(n.n,n.0,21 
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CALL PLOTC(2.n,n.n,-3) 
CALL PLOTC(n.'l,1.5,-~l 
C SCALE ANO LABEL AXES 
CALL SC AL E ( )(ARR A Y, 5 .11, 9 9, 11 
CALL SCALE(YARRAY,2.n,99,l) 
CALL AX I S ( 0. 0, n. n, •LOG F RE QUE NC Y 1 , -13 , 5. n, n. r , X A RR AY (l "" I , 
l XARRAYIMlll 
CALL AXIS(n.o,o.n,•pcwER TRANSMITTE0 1 ,17,2.",9"·0rYARRAY(l00 
l I , Y ARR A Y ( l" 11 I 
C PLOT POINTS. 
c 
c 
CALL LINE(XARRAY,YARRAY,99,l,l'l,751 
CALL PLOTC(-2.o,4.n,-3J 
DO 12 K=l,L 
12 YAPPAY(K)~PRESS(K) 
CALL PLOTC('l.0,5.5,21 
CALL PLOTC!8.5,5.5,31 
CALL PLOTC(a.s,n.n,21 
C Al. l PLO TC ( " • I') , n • 'l , 2 I 
CALL PLOTCl2.n,n.n,-3) 
CALL PLOTC(O.'l,1.5,-31 
C SCALE ANO LABEL AXES. 
CALL SCALEIXARRAY,5.0,99,ll 
CALL SCALF(YARRAY,2.0,99,11 
CALL AXISl'l.n,n.'l, 'LOG FREQUENCY' ,-13,s.n,o.n,xAPRAY(lO('I), 
l XARRAY(l"lll 
CALL AXIS(O.,.,n.n,•oUTPUT SPL TN OB' ,16,2.f',90.0,YARRAY 11"01, 
1 YARRAY!l'lll) 
C PLOT POINTS. 
CALL LINE{XARRAY,YARRAY,99,1,1",75) 
1"" FO~MAT (3E20 .8/3E2" .8 I 
116 FnRMAT(2X,5H FRQ=El0,4,9HPOWER IN=E20.8,l0HPOWER OUT=E2n.a, 
1 4H XH=E20.8,9H PRFSS = E2".8l 
?~0 fOR~AT(3E15.4/3Fl5.4) 
S TfJP 
FND 
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C VR'-1= REFFRENCE VOLTAGE FOR. MICROPHONE CALIBRATION, IN VOLTS. 
,C VPS= REFFRENC': VOLTAGI: FOR SOURCE CALIBRATION, TN VOLTS. 
C VM MICROPHON<c FREQUf'NCY RFSPONCE, IN DFCil:l"LS PE 1 VOLT. 
C VK SOURCE VOLTIIGF FPl=QlJENCY RESPONCE +KNOwN IMPEDANCE IN DBV. 
C S~ PROBE ~ICROPHONE OPFN CIRCUIT SENSITIVITY. 
C SS SOUPCF MJCROPHGNE OP~N CIRCUIT SENSITIVITY. 
C FSK SOUPCF PHASE RESPO~CE + KNOWN IMPEDANCE IN DBV. 
C FM MICROPHONE PROBE TUBE PrlASE RESPONCE, !N OFGREES. 
C PM PROBE MICROPHONE PRESSURE IN DYNES/SQUARE CM. 
C PS SOUPCF PRESSURE IN DYNES/SQUARE CM. 
,C FMM PHASE DIFF':R ENC<c BE TWEE'~ SOURCE AND MICROPHONE, MEASURED. 
t GS MAGNITuor= OF SOUPCF T4.ANSFER FUNCTION. 
C GSll = MAGNJTUOE OF SOURCE OPEN CIRCUIT TRANSFFR FUNCTlON. 
C GM = MAGNITUDE OF MICROPHONE TRANSFER FUNCTIJN. 
C GMM OPEN CIRCUIT TPANSF!:R FUNCTION, MEASURED FOR SOURCE. 
C FSR = OPFN CIRCUIT PHASE RESPlNCE. 
C FSM = OPEN CIRCUIT PHASE RF.SPONCE, MEASURED. 
C fO OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE Rl:SPONCE, PJ VOLTS. 
C VO OPEN ClRCUIT VOLTAGE RESPONCE, IN DBV. 
C VM!" VOLTAGE OF PRORE M IC;l.OPHONE, MEASURED IN DECIBELS. 
~ VSM VOLTAGE OF SOUR.er: MICROPHONE, MEASURED IN OECJ[lfLS. 
C VREF= MEASURING REFERENCE VOLTAGr:. 
C PF RESISTANCE OF FAR. 
r. XE REACTANCF. OF EAR. 
C PR REFERENCE PRESSURE. 
O I MF f\S ION VM( 2 2 I , V K (;:> 21 , FS K ( 2 21 , RE I 2 2 I, X F. { 2 2 ) , V MM ( 22 >, FMM( 2 21, 
lFM( 221 
RF AD ( 5 , J 1'1 n ) ( V M ( I I , I = 1 , 2 2 ) , IV K I I I , I= l , ? ? I , ( F SK ( I ) , I= 1 , 2 2 I , 
11 FM( t I ,I =1,221 
REA0(5,1"51 (VMM(Il,l=l,221,(H'1MIIl,I=l,221 
RFAD(5,tlnl VRM,VRS,SM,SS,V,CA,DENS,VREF 
DEL FRO= l !'11'1. 
FRQ=l!10. 
DO 11'1 I =1 , 2? 
FSK (II= I 3.141592118". l*F SK( I l 
FM(Il=l3.l41592/181'1.l*FM(II 
FMM(!I= D.141592/lAfl.l*FMM(I) 
FRR=2.*3.l41592*FRQ 
IF(FRO.GE.l""l'I.I Dl=LFRQ=5'ln. 
FM=l"•**IVM(Il/2!'1.J 
ES=l"•**IVK(Il/2".l 
fr,.tM=l"•**IVMM(II/Zn.) 
GM = FM*SS/1 VRM*SMI 
GS=ES*SS/{VRS*SMI 
GMS = EMM*SS/(VREF*SMI 
C=V/IDENS*CA*CA I 
fl =FMMI I I-FM( I 1-FSK (II 
P!=GMS/(GM*GS*FRR*CI 
RF( I l=Pl*SI\J(Fl} 
XE'( I l=-Pl *COS (Fl I 
PF= 2n. *ALOG l fl( E MM/I SM*GM* .nn11211 
F2=Fl*l81'1./3.l41592 
WRJT1=(6,2f\r,I FRC, RE(Il, XEIII ,PE,Pl,F2 
l'l FRQ=FRQ+OFLFRQ 
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1no FORMAT(5El5.4/5El5.4/2El5.4/5El5.4/5El5.4/ 
l 5El5.4/5El5.4/2El5.4/5El5.4/5El5.4/ 
2 5El5.4/5El5.4/2F.l5.4/5El5.4/5El5.4/ 
3 5E 15. 4/51:'l 5. 4 /2E t 5.4/5E 15. 4/SEJ. 5. 4/1 
l" 5 FORM AT ( 5El 5 .4/5 El 5 .4/2': l 5.4/ 5El 5. 4/5E 15. 4/ 
l 5El5.4/5El5.4/2El5.4/5El5.4/5E15.4/I 
110 FORMAT(5El5.4/3El5.41 2"" FORMATl5H FRQ=El"'.4,2X,2HR=El0.4,2X,2HX=El0.4,2X,2HP=El0.4,2X, 
l4HMAG=El0.4,2X,5HPHAS=El"•4/I 
STOP 
END 
APPEN:OIX B 
CALIBRATION CURVES A.ND MO:OEL 
IMPEDANCE CURVES AS A 
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12.00 2.10 2.eo s.20 s.eo 1.00 
LOG FREQUENCY 
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L&J 
XX-= 1. 9 
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~.oo 2.10 2.eo ,.20 ,.so 1.00 
a 
c:, 
• m· 
LOG FREQUENCY 
tj8 
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.... ,. 
u 
cc 
L&JC 
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I 
c, 
... ~,...,_ ____ ..... ______ .....,... ______ .-------,-------, 
12. DO 21, 10 211 eo ,·. 20 a·. 10 1·. DO 
LOG FREQUENCY 
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8 
• Q 
CD 
... 
LaJ 
Ua Zc::, 
cc • 
t;;i 
..... 
(I) 
LaJ 
a:c, 
XX• 1. 80 
~-1-------------~------.,---=~--,----.-.. .. 
~.Do 2.10 2.eo s.20 a.ea 1.Do 
LaJ 
u 
~8 
..... 
ua 
cc 
LI.IC, 
a:c, 
• c, 
LOG FREQUENCY 
~·"4------------------------------------12,DO 2.10 2.eo s.20 s.eo ij.oo 
LOG FREQUENCY 
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LIJ 
~8 cc • 
.... , 
Cl) ... 
.... 
Cl) 
LIJ 
a::c, 
XX• 1. 70 
~-1------------------------~--..... ------. 9!. DO 2, llO 2. eo- 8, 20 8, 90 ll, DO 
Q 
c:, 
• c:, 
... 
• c, 
LOG FREQUENCY 
fl,..,_ ________________________________ __ 
12. DO 2. llO. 2. 80 a. 20 a. 80 "· DO LOG FREQUENCY 
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LC,G FREQUENCY 
~...-------------------------------------12.oo 2.10 2.eo s.20 ,.so ll.oo 
LOG FREQUENCY 
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~8 a: • 
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LOG FREQUENCY 
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12. 00 
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LOG FREQUENCY 
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LIJ 
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c, 
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